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I. Int_'oduction

A knowledge of the transfer of infrared radiation in nnd

through clouds is of fundamental importance in the over_ll

investigation of radiative transfer in the Earth's atmos_hereo

It will ",e the purpose of this paper to further progress tou'ard

placing the physical understanding of the radiative character-

istics of water clouds on a more nearly equal footing with that
%

of the clear atmosphere. To this_end we shall be concerned
a 1

with: a) the numerical determination of the role and importance

of diffuse reflection and transmission and of thermal emission

in and from clouds, b) the angular distribution and net flux

of outgoing radiation in selected wavenumber intervals at the

top of certain model cloudy atmospheres, c) an interpretation

of the main radiative features in terms of the relevant physical

parameters, and d) a qualitative extrapolation to probable

radiative characteristics of clouds and cloudy atmospheres at

other regions of the spectrum and fOr other physical situations

not explicitly covered by the computations in this paper.

In order _o maintain physical rigor it is imperative to _

eliminate approximations based on intuition insofar as possible

in the mathematical formulation of the general problem. It is

further required to maintain as _uch generality in the formu-

lation as possible in order that the range of validity n_t be

overly restrictive. These objectives require solutions to

rather sophisticated equations of radiative transfer; a powerful

1
f
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icchnique developed primarily by Ch_ndr_..,khar for tl_c purpose

o,f obtaining these solutions will be the one exploited hcrco

A full account of the _lie theory for singlu scat'_erln_ and "_hc

theory of the tr_.nsf_r of radiation through the surl-ou:.din,_"

[$_%seousatmosphere will be included in the computations _'hich

are .required in-order to fix the boundary conditions _nd des-

cribe the microscopic scattering processes. A complete des-

cription of multiple scattering processes then follows from

the solutions to the "relevant equations of radiative transfer.

2. The Equation of Transfer

The cloud models adopted are plane-parallel and of arbitrary

normal optical thickness. The particle size distribution is

maintained independent of optical depth, although the mass dis-

tribution with height is left arbitrary. Each mass eler,_ent in

the cloud is assumed to emit radiation thermally in accordance

_vith Kirchhoff's law and scatter radiation in accordance _';ith

the Mie %heory. The temperature is asstumed to be a _onotonic

function of the optical depth and independent of horizontal

displacement. The (thermal) radiation field is assumed to have _

axial symmetry about any normal to the plane of stratifi_,ion;

this _mediately el_nates any outside d_screte source of

1966009069-005
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rr.diation (e.g. the sun) from consideration. The state of

polarization of the radiation field is neglected, thereby

reccing the transfer equation to a scalar equation. Since

_;e are interested in both the magnitude and angular distri-

bution of radiation, the specific intensity is our choice

fo:, the dependent variable. In order to maintain as much phy-

sical rigor as possible_ no quantities which are not strictly

independent of the radiation field are allowed to enter the

equation as free parameters.

It has been shown by Samuelson (1964) that .the basic eq_ tion

of transfer which satisfies these requirements is of the form

9

vlhere the relevant parameters are define_ below.

1966009069-006
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The specific intensity _(_/_) is the rate at which

radiant energy confined to a unit solid angle and a unit wave-

nu_:ber interval crosses (at a level [ ) a uult surface area

normal to the direction of propagation. The direction cosine /_

specifies the cosine of the (zenith) angle between the direction

of propagation and the outward normal to the plane of strati-

ficatiOno

The normal optical depth T is defined by

2

5

where _e is the height of the cloud _op, z_is the height of the
L

j

level of interest and _ is "the total number of particles

per unit volume. The effective cross-Lections per particle for

,extinction (Xs)z absorptlon:(Xa), and scattering (_) are

--.. defined by

@

factors for extinct_on, absor_t£ma, and seattarAng for particles

9
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of radius r. D(r) is the ratio of the number of particles per

_:nit volume per unit radius range (centered about r) to A/o ,

i.e. tl_e par_' :le size distribution function.

The integrated phase function for single scattering

is defined by

• f _ .r _'_(_¢_'_- , (2.4)

oLd. J
0

w_ere 4_(c4_ O) :ILs the phase .funct£on for s:Lngle scatterJ_ug

thr_ag_ the angle 8 £or particles of radius r. _t can be shown

from spher£cai trigonometry that 0 may be expressed J.n tez_s

of the coordinate l_.dlles _. , , tl;ll_)ugh the relation

_hare /t_: c-_O ! and _ : _ are respectively the

direction cO8£nos Of the _n©£dent and scattered radiation referred

to the outward normal to the plane of stratification, and _ and

_/ - are t_e cor_spo_ a_bmthal anEles measured in the

_laue of strat_'_ioat_.

//

-o.

- /
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_1)p') is normalized to the albedo for SinEle

scattering; _o, defined by

The quantities _, _z , and _. (c_.a _) may be calculated

from the Nie theory.

B( I" ), tile Planck" function in intensity units, is assumed

i lt should;be noted that all ¢_r_quantitles in (2;1)..:_re
z

functions Of the .avet, u_er:7/; %_uS.(2.1) iS vaii,t only .over ia-

wavenumbe_ interval sm_ll enough such £th_t _t_e. derived quantities

/ i remain sensibly cons_t across the inte_va!_. _t should f_r_her

:;__ no:ted at _this po_n • _.hat _£r_/_) refer_-_4:. , the total ,. _,.-

:n_diation field, _d-_l;ve Jmplicitly include_ ::,11 radiation from

the ground and bounding _mosp-here which, h_.--]_en transmitted ,_.

directly to the level _ T _wi'tno_ -----'_ " ' - ,.

scatter£nE 0and/or absorPtion .,and e/isst._:,_- processes. -

,o
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_ Input Data

Certain input data are required before the par_,ateIs _,

_ , and _,(_ _ ) can be calculated. These data include

the complex in_lexof refraction of water, _--_-2_ , the

pa_rticle size distribution, D(r), and the wavenumber i,_tervals

of interest, all/ .

Figure 1 is a plot of the real (_t) and im_gimar> (K) parts

of _ vs. wavenumber _ . The curves are fitted _,o the _data

9ublished by Centano,,Johnson and Terrell, Herman, and St_phens

,_ as listed by Pefindorf: (1963). The section] of. the A _ We. v_ "-.e_ -_::_>='
• % • ,

-..-_r _he range (1050 cm'l_ 7/ /.: 1450 Ca"l) was obtained by

rathor_ arbitrarily weigh_lnz -the .more recent d_ta by Herman .and

: "_ S_ephens twice _Ls_hea_ily as the Older data. This iS a very

_ _;::cr_i_tcal/sectt0n.-o_ tie curve, since only a modest _hlft of _e

value o_ X w£11 _affect considerably the relative amount of

absorp:_io_ cal_uilated'_: .: ,_ ,-._.,

_: _ shad dp_rt£ons _(_ :the _ _: wa_,enumber "_
, .-. - ,,%. :,, ,:,

_ in:te_w_is which will be considered in _h£s paper. T_b_e 1 _Ivem..". :..:.

" in_ex__als'£n £nw_em centlmete_s. "
. J

': " " "_ - _ ," '._'L _. .,._,"4

. _ ,, .:. "_ ¢, . ,'_%_,;_.,., ,,..'1',_,
: " " " _, _ _ '!:':.h,:.;._"

• . , .. , ,_..__. ,. , _,.,..,,,_,_._,,

_: -_,. . _ . ,:,.:'.:.":.,.,A_"__'_
._, ," "4..,;,"

_ " ?; _ i - ;_ '., _... __,;;_..., .:,._,,,:_

-i _ " " ° " " : ', _", _'''" ,,

_ _ , , ...., .-:_::.,

• ...... __.. _.._;_..,,--.-.-,._-.,--,
_ - ," ?" , ', .... .' ._-_,__.'_._,:,,,.W_,

, ,. ....... ,.,, _._ .-, _._

_ .... , :.... -',_c-%_,_._
. _ _ .... _, ,,., ..,.,. , ,, ..._ ..:. _ ,.:_.:,_;.,_,;_J_,_.._. "_'._
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T_ble I. Wavenumber intervals (_, _- Y ___,_ ) and

r_ean .(_ ) ased in the Computations. '

%

[nte rval (era"I) (cm -I) (cm-I)

- 1 : 475 500 487.5

"2 871 908 889 .-5
~

- .. 3 1149 1198 1173 o5

__ = 4 1425 14.50 = 1437.5 =
i

, J,, J L : : : - c : c - c _ _ : . _ :

-/

$-_:__!"_ _ The first two _n%ervals were selected: to be representative Of the

,_9_,!--,-_i_':-':'-:highest _ands=lewes% v_alues-of no -:The last_ %_vo values were

] i......, " s-e--l_e_e__Zor_:thg_purpose 'of testing %he region of the spectrum

_-_-..:.....: -_:._ -The partlcle size d_strlbutions considered are taken _(with

;<..,- _ minor=:modi_ica_ions) from Neibu_ger (194.9) and are represented "

'"" .:-in.,___F±gdres--_2a-2d. The _narrower._distribu_i0n, Dl(r) , centered

g isrepresentativeof

eJ;d;_-;< <'7'_---=-e_cluding the b_se of the cloud'-the broader distribution D (r)

_(_i-}}:=,,_,is-!_presentative Of the b_se. - _

'::_i_/_,;;O_ : -. ;" The: graphs _.of _ and _A are superposed over D(r). =

_;:_._:i:i_._,,::_t°Thes¢_Values; a'sweli=as a-ll_ Subsequeni Mie scattering para-

_I_!/?_::;-:L:;_/,___.. .°met4:rs,-...._were..-Obtained from a program furnished, to .the autho} by:

_;:Wi_i:;.-_-.-B_-D_n-a_d=T; Miehe!s of.-the Theoretical Division, Goddard

_._._,._,_...... _ ?! F_ight-Centee-, _ The-actual computations were I_rformed on

U

{ "
,-...:":"|. :. ,,?,j. - Z
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the IBY_ 7094 electronic computer. All minor wigzles in the

calculated curves have been suppressed,

F'our points should be mentioned: a) Decreasing the wavenumber

has the effect of spreading the curves out to the right,

b) increasing K has the effect of increasing QA, c) increasing

has the effect of increasing 42e , and d) decreasing

beyond a certain point has the effect Of magnifying the oscillatory

nature of Q_ = _e- (_A "

In general every m_ss element in a cloud will extinguish

(absorb and/or scatter) incident radiation at a rate in accord-

ance with an effective cross-section for extinction which depends

Upofi the absorption properties of the pervading gaseous atmos-

_phere as well as the absorption and Scattering properties of

the particles present. Define g to: be the probability that the

incident radiation which is. extinguished is extinguished b_ the

particles. It can be shown (Samueison, 1964) that , if g is
/

t

i_dependent of r , equations (2,1') %2.2) remain valid simply,

by replacing _o with _ w e ahd /_. with: _/_ . -_ '

Deviations of g from unity in :the wavenumber intervals

cm-Icentered about _ = 4:87-,5 cm -1 and "_. = i437,5 are due

almost exclusively to, absorption by water vapor. The exact

, amounts of these deviations depend very critically upon the

f

?
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absolute humidity. To further complicate matters the water

vapor spectrum is-extremely variable over very small intervals

of wavenumber, and the transmission functions over these

intervals are correspondingly far removed from simple expon-

entials. Hence, __o , and therefore also _/_Q- are

functions of _ , and the equation of transfer cannot be treated

correctly by the method used in this paper,

In order to ob_:ain an approximate idea of how water vapo r

affects _o, transmission functions_ ( _ ) were calculated for

various thicknesses of atmosphere containing Saturation mixing
i

ratios of water'vapor. The two sets of-values of the mean

: pressure and temperature us,_d were: _ [P = 950 rob; T = 287 K] and
= :: _" : -2

[P = 417 mb; T = 259 E] and the increments of thickness of all

layers were restric_edto those which correspond to pressure
2

: increments of between one and five mill!bars.. An attempt was

- then made to determine an empirical absorption coefficient

for each wavenumber interval considered, such that the expression

-j_

.:, L

C
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J

is approximately valid for short p_th len@;ths and for the two

w_venumber intervals of interest° The coefficient _v

was found to vary by a factor of about three over the path

lengths considered. Since the generalized absorption coefficient

(_) of Elsasser for water vapor, as adopted by Wark et ale

(_S2) for the same two wavenumber intervals considered here,

are within _ the relevant ranges of .A_..'_v , it was decided to
2

replace _y with these values of _ explicitly in order to

resolv_ a;ny _,mbigaity"in the choices of -_,0w °

Table .2 gives the values-of 2(_ , )(A , _o , and _ for each

of the particle .size distributions depicted in Figure 2. The

_' inherent crudeness in calculating the values of _ _,requires
%

that these 'values be: considered only for the purpose of illus-
: z

tration. We shall therefore restrict ourselves for the mos-_,-

part i_ the wavenumber intervals centered about _ = _b_:;_2,Nm

and _ = 1173.5- cm -1 %"_ , where water-vapor plays ..a negligible
i

role in the transfer problem. It should be noted that clouds

will be most transparentin the infrared window, since-elsewhere

water vapor, as well _as carbon dioxide and perhaps ozone, will :-

tend to increase the effective_ normal optical thickness '

[eq. (2o2); el. also Table 2 "and Figure i]."

f

i "
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The solid curves in Figures 3a-3d are tl_e phase functions

for single scattering integrated over all particle sizes and

normalized to _o ° Thus

= (3.l)
COO

and --

m

where the integration in (3.2) is performed over all solid angles. _

The dashed curves in the figure are 14-term Legendre polynomin_l
5

expansions which represent be_t fits _ +,he sense of least

squares° The fits are expressed in the-form

13

--' (3 3)

_/here the coefficierlt_ _)_ are cozlstants independent of _ .

These approxirllations _;o the relevant ph&se functiorls will be the

ol_es used in the relllainin£ n_lllerical solutions° Although the

fit for _ = 487°5 cm -1- is very Eood_ not enough terms_ are

reta±iled to-give completely satisfactory reslllts at l&.'_er wave-

numbers. _ore Will bS said about limitations this will impose _

on the accuracy of the results in Section 8.
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4. Fo1'mal Solu',_ions

The spccific intensity _(r)/_! refers to the intensity

of radiation in the direction /_ at a level _ o In order to

specify correctly tLe boundary conditions in a simple manner we

shall 1'ec_uirethat I_r:/_) refer only to _.he diffuse radiation

field which has arisen, through one or more scattering and/or

emission processes within the cloud itself; thus any radiation

from an outside source directly transmitted to the level Z will

not be included in the-solution° Since (2.1) refers to the total

radiation field, it must be modified accordingly.

The intensity of the diffuse radiation field in the

direction +/_ at a level l- may be thought to Be composed of

three components :

l) That component of the intensity" which has arisen as

a result of the radiation field (from the upper

hemisphere) being diffusely reflected by the cloud

into the direction /J- o

2) That component of the intensity which has arisen as

a result of the radiation field (from the lower

hemisphere) being diffusely transmitted by the

cloud into the direction /x o

3) That Component of the intensity wl_ich has arisen as

a result of thermal emission by the particles within

the cloud itself,

/
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be _,_II suppose that the individu::l i'adiation fields do no

intel-fere, and hence may be treated independently.

Cons;ides now a point source rez_oved to infinity in the

ou_ ....;d _._..-_..,_eo Let _z_ be _n2 fl.ux of beam radiation

::,.c:.:this point sou-cce crozsin Z a unit surface area normal to

the beam; further let _- /w,,; _) be the direction of propagation

oZ this beam° The azimuth-dependent eqdation of transfer

describing the resultant diffuse radiation field may be written

as (cf. Chandrasekhar, 1980; Samuelson, 1964)

2[F -If

I r'f)_ ,'/b/_,¢) - ' /9 (4.n
6 -I

- .)j

CiTe consider _he atmosphere outside _he cloud, and the ground,
to con_'tribute a radiation field which is made up of a discrete
n_nuber ox point sources. The sep_rste contributions from each
point source are added up later in calculating the total I
contribution.
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..... ,/, L" I , .
",=J:cr,' -,:,'e_ ,:,"/ ?I) -'s "_'=c ph.,.seft,ucqion for r2.di_tion singlyQ " .i_

:;c_'_Li:,2r,_d%hz'oJ._,h %!".,o_n_ie defined by "ihe direction of incidence

' ,.-', ._.') and "hhc direction of scatterin.:; ('_2 ¢5) o For ,%

l:_u aS _. __._1";"- el-ies e.xp_l%sion of

Lc,;_:_d:'e,..ooiync__in!s _[cf° eq° (3.3) ] the solution to (4.1) can be

.Ol_ ...... <.y ,, "J'dC_ _.S

.-_:_:_:'±icu!?._',_n_ azimuth-lndependen% tern in (4.2) obeys the

oqua/cion

":" -d_- - 2 cz:)#)
i

# 1

-_ f ¢T p '; a '_5/;
-_ (4.3)

-k
-Z F$_ "<°d,?<.,?'-'<.)<l,,
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:.,,,c,i.'_ ',!/_,_:) rc_'_'s "co i:l-_,:_ :_zi_._.u'_:h-independeut ter_:s in

•_.:i,c6:l>_n_;_cn in o.,_.... c,_l l.._r.,o_.xc_of _(c_-_ _) in <3 3);

:ls _:,cs_:all ._.e_'_._:-]-_see, the solutions for the remaining

gc_'_.:s-_n (/o_) are of no interest in the _-_-_-"cor,uo_z of an a_.'i_lly-

s','_.u._e_'xc• ....___on field° Tie should further note at this time

-......(2 !) is the correct equation _- _ __.:._ . o _ove_n_n_ the d_ffuse r&diation

field &rising fro:_: thermal emission; i.eo, no modification of

(2_I) _s l-equired in describing %he third intensity component

cited ac the be_.n,_2.n_ of this section.

_he methDd of discrete ordinates (Chandrasekhar, 19SO;
/

S'_,...._,_l.,on-_,_- , 1£Z4) is the method used in this p&per "_o solve (2.1)

,,,e con'cinuous radiation field is replaced by 2n

!in¢_riy inAependen% bem_.s of radiation)n each in the upward and

down'_2.rd directions. This_ artifice allows %he integrals in (2.1)

n4d (4o_) "to be repl'&ced by sums, and the resultant sys%enx of

1..-...,.first order diffe_-ential equ&._ions admit closed solutions

_ho solu%ioiIs ar_ no% analy%io in2_, o_ course, since the_ &re

evaluated Only K'_ 2u discrete intervals.
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R

'khe solution to (4°3), in the _.th apl)ro:-'iiu-%tion,is of

j_,_no form

c 7_ ,._ -_-cT "-" ."/

'°_:_,_,-_-- -' _Z '_'_'_ "- _ _ _ 2!
t_;' 1 xo-'_

6;--+_ 1-,,),,--- ,t "2 )

where

.. _ ._,e+J-_ ,. 2
2+I -t

i.

_-I : O (4,.e)

% - I ,,
.a

(,e: G "" #-0) )
t '

I
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and

- _,,_,,o,,]-,;(-y°),j

where _z

, .]-[ (x +/,+_.) (4.s)

all
o_r-I '_

,+, C 2. -. _--_++"- " k+:+

Once n aad h" ;,ave been chosen, the dlscrete-. £r,-tery,,a!s.+A.%" (.._ _[_i!_i.+,+,_.

+ r_) and _he Gaus_ian weights _.+ -(._*_ _lj-i__,) _ _z) :'oeo_ -- . .... 3

may be obtain. I respectively as. :the ze-ros_o_ ,+the_ Legend_e lpoly-

no_i_l o_) _na_or_ th_ _o_ula-_ .... ..."
s

,-- - --,-I +  %-.

i'_: is always true that _ -_ ]+-..-+. =' "'::"":
+%

r"

,,_,---_a" .... . +++ (+.zo_ ....,_,,. 0,_.;+• ,, + ;++
+,-S+ + + ,l"+"'+ "

' -: s _ +- +. ".{,;._'+'_;.:. +

: _+ } , ,,:
._ - +-+_ -' . .,. - _ ,_,=

• " _ + _ r +' ..... " :,:"'_-'+','

._ : ,+':++++,j" /,i , ..,,_,+.... '' : "_ . ._ "" ':":-, "="+!"

+• ; _ - _, ,.,.'+' ,, ,_

- ,,,e-
< + , : •-. , .:,_;. , .

,, ,, , .-,..<_,.q,.,_..

'.: -+,++o+++ , .... ';-,,.,....:.,.<<+_._,..--+".,._
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for all values of no For N = 1S, n = 7 (the values used in

this paper) %he values of /:_._nd _z.> <J- /2 "') ? _ are

found to be "hhose l_oc_d below in _.,.oi_ 3_ Equations (4 6) and

o z_upen_e,_-y on the electronic(4 7) can then be solved in<ce _ " "'_=_

') _. (_=e;) .,_+com:?u-_er +o oh'rain the various valdes of _g <;.'_

This leaves only %he 2n constants of integration _I±_ (_= /_... %_

to be solved° The requirement tha-:z %he diffuse radiation field

coniribute nothing from the upper and lower hemisphere a%

respectively the top and the bottom of the cloud yields the 2n.

boundary conditions
L

. _:,-I)- 2._% _9 U /,..., -

From (4.11) we obtain the 2n equations ;-equired to solve for %he

2n unknowns, /_±_ (_ _- /),.._ }%); r_._o_).The angular dependence of

the. outgoing intensity at %he top of the cloud is then given by

... Z<W_O;,/¢4;) , and. at the bo'tt0m of the cloud by _(o)(g )_/_.)

. (i=l, t°o, 7)o If the cloud is semi-infinite in extent, all the

:_ '- -%e_s fn (4 oS) containing k___ _ _-/).,.) )'z.) are suppressed,

,- -and only the n conditions

= " (4.12)

:-._-_:- a=e-_ppligd.

''-j',]-o/

-:'::(.-,,-, :
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° _,,,:s_,..n'.__ .:.us r,nc, ..-::cre_e n'2.3rvals .,cievant
-co z i.C-[;oint .uadrr_ture ;-ormui_ oTer "Lhe .:nterval

(-i; +i)

. ._oo._.)oo- 0 oJ351194 6

2 O° '_'" °_ °_ 0. '"'-',.,,.,015809

3 0og2720132 0.12151857

4 0o88729290 0.15720317

5 0 o5-152< S 64 0 o1855384 0

6 0,, 31911237 0. 2051984 @

7 0 . i08054 95 0 o21526385

- Let v_(_2y' ) be the axially-sylmmetric intensity of

radiation _.vhich has arisen as thermal emission in the outward
J

hemischere and is incident on the cloud at a level _- and in

!

the direc_ion 7 _ (formerly -///,o)o It is convenient to

define a scatte-ring function S( _i 2 /_j/_ ) and a transmission

func._ion T( _j 5 /_ 2/_i ) such that they intensity of radiation

fro_r, the entire upward hemisphere which is diffusely reflected

by the cloud into the direction /_ is given by

- " J,,(5

z:

4
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.--ridthe intensity of radiation fro;,,_the ci-.tire lower hemisphere

diffusc!y tr2_nsmit'_ed throuzh the cloud into the direction /_ is

jiven by

/

; , / :'; A /

9

,., "-_-"Cx __v_±y the normal optical depths_.vnere : and Z-=o are respec:-_ _-

at _,::hich%he cloud bottom and "._he,cloud top are located, in the

context of the Solution to (4.1) it can be shown (Samuelson, 1964)

that S and T obey the rel_.tions
1

2/¢ _ • i -

:- sc_,;_:9 : -'-:--j _7;__c,_/J#p', : __ : (4.15)
":. _ i - _ 0 -_=±

and = --
<

6 :
2.

or, by virtue of the axial symmetry e.xhibited by _ and the '

1

form of I (5/b/) Eel,Ce'.:2)_' -,_

L

__goJ

' _ i.:so,,:) (4.17)

~

J

-.. -,

• I
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r- 7" _}

J/")/_' ) ,-" .; " (4 18)l,,) •

7."- ;"...... _* .... '-:_t: --'_" _),, ._,,..... ..,., _,._ no,._,.. _,,_sense of dlz'ecgion of _ar (2",) is

z-ever'sealin the pres._n't con'gex'b from r,,he_gi'g is normally.

Z/uagions (4.13) and (4° i_=_ _-_._-"_ the_ co...p___e so!u[ions to the

co;-.,:ponentsof the total ou':_ubo_._-,o-intensity at the cloud top which

arise in the first ca_ _rom the upper, and-in the secona case

from the loweg, hemisphere, and are i-espectlve!y diffusely

i-eflected frO[a and :transmitted through the cloud, 'Upon repl&c_ing
5

B( "6"i with t-he finite po_[.e$series representation? l•

: Y';O

it can be shown (Samuelson, 1984) that the solution %0 (2.1) for

the radiation thermaily -emitted by the Cloud is of t-he fol_,t

- Z 7  �Ô( �°�E£g
}

_ r=o " =-

;, ._ - (,i = _+¢ . ... , _ a ) ._
2.

g

7
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""-z'c %he v:_iues of Cl.,s cnn be _ .......:,.7_e.< _._£e.. by r,lezns 03] the

: -_t_.S3.O.l le_[Lt, lOllS:

¢5,', - _/ ¢ (4.211

¢I).•

v'//¢" _ _",-, _) (4 °22)

4
q_
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i_"

'- _ : ._. _-. " -- . c_,I +.-! (4.28)
_"," _ _,._+___,}.::,,,k-:-)+.__'";0-_ (�¨�_t_-_')-I ->"i

A .,.._, , ,i/_,y\j'._: ....... -2. ; }-: @

The )=+ocodure for solving (4°20) is e:¢5.ctly the stone as that for

(!.._'._; _..-_.__Dnr'_-;_cul_rthe bound_%ry conditions (4oli) zre incor-

;_o-_+ted in solving for %he 2n constnn'_s ,A

iZ "khe cloud is semi-infinite in extent, conditions (4o12) are

used, ?_nd the constants /___ _ _ - I) , .._ 7_ > are

all supDressedo

5° Cloud Top Radiances

C -sider no:,.,a plane-parallel model cloudy atmosphere composed

of nn op_ic_lly finite cloud irabedded in an otherwise non-

sca_tering atmosphere, bouuded on "[;hebottom side by the _.o,,n_
• L+-

._,a_"_on the :_oo. side by outer space. Let ( _ = O) _ ) ?"2. ) '

b'a respectively the optical depths at which the cloud top , cloud

bo._tom, -and the ground are located. Further let

p "+
t ,1
p -+

t +

[- , _ •

5

.o "

I
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"g._c cc..:Doiieil": o_ "g].¢ " "' J _=.u"b "" _ z..c .:_-:2.:J f:'.:..: '"- 2o',ver her_:isphere in

_:.e _/::ec<ion _.:.) _:,':"icE: iS di'.'CCgly ":::':_:_S_litted thl'ou._h the

-- E' _.xuud top incloud,,. ""......_ io'.Dn- _.,-:-_'":_,_n:____ _-c c,/ .j:., fcom the _- "

--".... '" -" ' '-" _' ' " i_ then ""-- "_ ....._cc__._n /..;.,. _,._ surL o-:"-_.:eco::ponents direc%ly

:-P.d ---,_....._-r -"..........._:-"-_' :-:........" n:'_Gdiffusely refiecged _nd

the:'..-_!ly erai'gi:ed from the c!cudo i_h,us

1__e of (4 13), __. , _."or, by "_'_ (4 i_) (4.20) and (5oi).

__,/

_ , ,.. "_ _<LL_>,_

(5.3)
- I

_.

0'- -,,--

S
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_h:_. ,-.,-'--:ua_ioa..... of the ir=..,_3rai,-',-"': (5._oi requires a

c_. :=u_7:-.q.i ion _ .T.n .... _ "-" ntuaD3r- ." - o,_.vc to hold _na .... of terms

....... " ---:]_ ..... __. . "c,-_a Sya_u_ double-[ - ' ,. 111;.:.' ......... EtO S .... _'_ ' ' "-LiF_iiii, KCCLI-"2_CV

" - ...... - - .... -';" -:'loronce 19__) is the one

• _ "" . ,.,'""_" " " k)J;-:",_, J.s a.re app-,'o:.-v>.-._,.d ....

,!
"I ]

"_.T7,_ , _ , l) --"--_ _>'- ".' - ' --'._;-)/'9 _' .' _J (5o,_}.:_ .j._/ , ,f.j,1u/._{ i - u o )
":l O
(I

,:,,here%he ;Teigh-_s 6L; and the discrete intervals /.z; are listed

in %:zL'!e4.

T..b!e 4+ Ueights and c_iscrete ;aterv=ils :-elevan:g%o a
4-,.aint caadrature _':ci'mu"_'__.aver the ingecval
(0, +1) '+

• _ ,_gJ / r,

i 0 . 9305 3715 O. 3478543

2 0 . 86999052 0 o6521452

+ 3 0.33000948 0.6521452

4 0 °0694 3184 0 . 34 7854 8
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tnc .._.,osDl:ei'echosen 20 ucpi'c:_0n<- i:>,pic_.icondi%ions

-_s ....... occur acmosphe re #55

" :::.od 75"" -:n_'h _r"r'z"_o'ho nnd Lien<::_ch (220i) nnd _-er_i'oduced

..-'--',..... o,'-'::=-"_: _" ,r.'_-i_:- bclov '!he in%c:.sity components......... :_.)k' ;., ,_,_;.._c_uj.on_ iii .,.o_,._ ., o

" - _,,. ., - , - . ,- / were c_ .... [.ua from; ' " : 2.ild c..',,_J-- -- ,, ,
• / , / • i J

Yho :_i'ess,..: levels o = 417 ..... - .... " .i._,) _.nd "-) = _5C ...." . _:c frora an I2.'2 7094

uO_.-_..,.... .-?.,."p.,. 0o.,. .... ,. fOr Ca].C'd" :-" ..........._,.n.3 _,,c _nz'-.-zz'edz'adiance ol a

" - _.ne zu%hol _ byspnei-:_ca± atmosphere which was fui-nished io "-'_

F. Van C!eef of the ii$'_eoro!ojica! Sz_%elli%e Labora%ory, Uo S° ._

Wen%her Bureau (cf. ]'lark, Alishouse, a.nd Yamamo%o, leo64).

<__/
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..,: (: ;.._ ,..,.,,.,u_ studied "ill "-__ .,.-._,._,__,_,.ee ire throe

c-:".:.c..l.:.:Lc!.'.ncsscs(_t = C I, C 5, .:.-"..... clcud ",_op-vcssure

:... ;:;vf.:_.z_i-r.; levels (P = ,_.:-,-r mb "' "-- _""..... _. = zc'J _..'--rid 3 = 950 rob,

" '7 ....... _... one p.%v%iclc "" ",_ _i-,-'--,.-'.. -............... _.ov';ion . it _;,'ill

..o :-:..:: -:-_Sec%iou 9 "cnr.'__ ......._ C;vi_i:ions from isothermni

c:.,.,,Ic_.lo_;c::_produce ne_l_cls..c, ch;.:::._,s_-in i;l:_ _:omputed outgoing

it't'gcD.sl'cies_ Fi;?'nz "the op%i(.:%l tl.ick.:,_ss o;. iso_n_z_laZ_i clouds

• _..._...__.....o ..,des-zriotion, of the ........_ulz.r__ distribution __.&-'_:ne-t flux

of ou'gzoin/ rz_di_%ion : -_'_" "_n_punt, enh of the _c:_u_l mzss dist:cibution

of _::_:.gerin the models [Cfo eq_ (9_2) ]. qhe -hwo ',v_'.zenumoer

intervp!s considered in detr_i _' _re "_he ones (Table I) centered

about =Q = 889,5 cm -I and -_ = 1173.5 cm -I.

2igures 4_'.-4f show the co;r.p_u%ed rcsui%s for the w__venumber

in'_eev_l centered about -y 8_o5 c_ The dot%ed curve (_)

in egch separate figure refers to the diffusely reflected com-

poz!e_._.%of t_e intensity [cf. eqo (5°5) ])

l

±
j S cr, . ,

while the lov;er solid curve (E) refers to the thermally emitted

component,

.._£ •

,

t

I
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9: d

4)

":"_ .... "_; in "_he fizuzes by (D) znd ,._ ._._ ...... e_ "_) respec tiveiy_ the

p_ '.andnze :gspectively direc;:iy transmitted and'd_ffUsely ,....;_7-,'_;

_,_n_m__.,_ "_hrouzh the cloud in'_o the direc'_ion /_ .... _ . -:'--_e
' .--,_ %-.Tf_

Izst t':_oco;,_ponents, of cou-ese_ do not contribute %0 _he net :" " '-'_.:_:::

z-;-,dlation field if %he .cloUd is sem-,_-infinite in extent. :<_$

The upper solid curve-in ,-..._h--":igure" is _he sum (C) o_ gl,e ' " ° "-"-"_,,:--._o_:..

c_rreso_n_-n__ _ u_ _) c om_onen':'sz_- , and ""'- " ' -fou:-

Of comgarison (3,. i.e.. the ,tcval intenslty whm_h _ould-res_1_:.--. .....:%)_

" "- 4"" _ _) l._ 4.. ' " - ,_' ,__.'_the cloud _op if .he cloud ,._ezeo_ .he same o_%_0_1%hicks.s<- ...,;:_

but compose4 of nonsca%_ering ,_a:e'_cles,computed, from the - ,,......,.:_:_:

•, ,%_,

: .,,".-.,"b_::'_

+ - ::,:
. - ., ..., ._;_,.',_:_-_.

_ , . ., :.-_,.$_,_
- :,_.,'._,';_.:,._

• ,_, # -=&

- " . :' "i'.'.-'-_,.,......

,_. _ _. _44a,,_'-l;_

..= _. )_._ _a_=
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over [;ne r:.-e-¢ant wavenumber !.nl._erv_l ;.::d co.._outed fo:-a cloud

_..'f,;)c:.u_'kure T e o

-' " _.uauL:.e evident in

._.z _.:...,',2s z::'o-4f, is "the lack of 2.n ........ .._-,_.u_ cc'v-_u_,_o:,! fro,,_

._rcyzfcss fqr "_.herealistic cicud inedxls, 11; spite o2 %he f2.ct

"" ;- "-'" _,.ib_do fo_ " _ _ " " " : _''L,_"._LL, k**,e .sln___ scc'ccer'..'-.lo is rechef h-gn ( - .403)

_"_ _ " '_n--_c-'.'11,,true of ciae low cloud ,', :_,,.oc_els.v/here "cl!e

: difference in temperature be_.,veen the cloud and ground is

< . " relatively small°
- <

?, j_ .,

"- -_ _ - _igures 5a-Sf are the _same as Figures Aa-. _.. except that the
4> ;-L ".. _ - , :-

--:....;-, wc;venumber interva-! is now centered about -y = 1173o5 cm , and

_.-_-..-:_ ._J_- is %he higher value of °768° The differences between the

.___---/'-::upw._ra intensities _ele_ant _0 the rea.!isi-ic cloud models and

_2<:_ :--2< _," those of the corresponding standards of-compari_son-are more

.& :_-_. .:¢a{xea _n_n zhe dzTzezences illustrated in Figures 4a-4Zo

T_- < / "1

$:: <. )• is clearly.... a result of the higher:_ a!bedo for single scattering

i_ -Ji--.in ,';;hewaven_mb;ar interval centered around "_ = 1173o5 cm -Q -'' _C" " 0

z

_ _: - i-n:both wavenumber interv2.1s there is a surplus of radiation

}<{%"<"_;': /(compared wi%hthe standards) for optically thin clouds at

.[._:......- sm_i! zenith angles and a tendency toward a deficit of radiation
• j

_d<7:_--- Z _-7. " -? - " "" . c.

2_

i-
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. ._ .... .9...!=on o:" Pig_,,'es _-a-4d•-"- " ...... '-" ..... -i/: Lnxies U:op. [.:: inc .... "..... ""-

---" -- _, . a.. is noticed tha'c zhe

:':-.'::L'L::d.. C_ "LI-;-" S ".r'2l:::_ ins:'ca_es r.s G _ '_--_ , and the

" "_,.i,:': c--.-::'c_:ense ('P 'e ) ....
...... C---c- ce'c',,e,.:: cLe grsuna and _he cloud

- - .-.,-_,'-..c- i..e ,2-..nci:ional de:}endence c.Scn /-_ , howevei-_ stays

--- _,_-_ s:.:..s a-..-,--- uoo:: in:_erco:_paring Figures -__-_a__.,f and

.: ---.--_) , ana ,.he magnitude of zn:s cegmc:-v incre.%ses as

inc:-cnses it is quite clear_ %hei-efore, that the surplus

_._.,_:....._a._., is pyiluariiy due gc the i-adiation diffusely ti'ans-

:::it%ed :-'_:_._._a..'_the clouds; this radi_v_ion is. lost from "the

_'o.din-2ion field in the cases of {he:stal _ _"" " : a-_s-of compal'isOno

,.= _ust look elsewhere for ex.o!anations for the form of

the :.ngu!ar distribution of radiation an/ the deficit of.radiation

,_-.,_ thick clouds _hese explanations are readily obtained
5

frO:a 91nysicz! considerations discussed in the next secgion_

:

-g c -

o _ _ys_l Cons e_a ns ,_

i Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the of re-- .ve emissivities of

• -_._x_,_e model clouds for the w:-_enumber intervals Centered

i, resPee%iveiy about 7; = 889°5 cm and -_ = 1173.5 cm as a

! function"of/c o In either, figure tae upper-solid curve (AS) is

f: c .,

.o '
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_,,e c2iec-:zve emissivity ig : 2_" ""-{o/_j/ _C-%)_ of a clcud h2_ving

a z::-2 c_._ _Ize distriou_lol, C,_,_ _ Th,_ lower solia

(.Ul.lrc ,"'-'<"_ : --. " -_4 "_'_-'t9 " _ " _;_., _,_, encn _ l:_u_-'Lra£es ":thee,:fective e_uissivity

o2 <-_clovX cc;::-:osed of partic _ -'s sc ....._'_n._u_ r_%diation isotropically /

:'.:... =. _a:_.c respective values of _Do These lat_er curves

,:..'ei'eobtained with the aid of the expression (ere thL Appendix)

i b"'. ,, (6o i)

'.,:_.-_..._._A_ is the wavenLLmber interval of interest and H(/x) is
L

,_.,_._cix_'-_...._ase;.har_'_'s H-function-(Cfo Ch_ndrasekhar, 19307 Table XI,
%

Ci-_pter V) defined by the nonlinear in%egrzl-equati0n =

#
'_ - .' ! 1:/ I t

' z < /": #,,, , . . (6o2)=g)

it is i,-_mediately evident from the figures that the forward

_-:-"-_-,-4 ,:" nature of realistic particles is responsible for .theS_ u___n_

hi'_'h°r values of "- and that higher Values of coo tend to

reduce the-magnitude-of _ in all cases.

Consider now a semi-infini%eplane-parallel iso%hermal

cloud composed of partly thermally emitting , pa_:tly isotropically
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sca':_%._ -''_:,__..............,.,. _.___u_.-_"_' .--±i .[hu .:.:_r'<-u:_s-" "'" c:_:it rr_diL'_%ior at the

• "'- _" "'"- S 2__;_e.....:' I'.',.'CC','_;LAZu_lley ,_-,__xl :._ _._ "[-empera-_:ure. Yowever,

•ih9 iD._.riic" os :.-_':_"<he top of tl-:-'ciot-d v,_,il scatter radiation

n-_ a ......_,-_-'_o" only about h&If_ say, _x-.....cud rL%te aZ v/hlch "oarclcles

. ' " _ne cloud scat-_er r_.c_La_o,_, since only about

" a_-:aul_ to the p_rticies deeper in then_.-f of %h._ z_diaticn ..... _ "

cloud :is av _-"_-_,_ i:,o '-'"_.__,,_ _,_e particles near "the top .(the upward

he;_f.s_._here,can contribute nothin_ a:-....._,e toD)_ o Since the

radia%ion is assumed i_ be scattered isotropically by each

particle,- the rate at which radiation is sca_.tered by any particle
2

in+o any direction in dependen% only upon the level T where" the

sc .... e_!n_ _,.._=_ p_e Hence_ "_he intensity of ou%goin_ -

_._d_on at _he top of the cloud will be enhanced in the direction

: /.u = ! over the intensity of r_di__ion in the direction /wt_ O ,

b-_cause deep l_yers contribute more %0 the outgoin_ intensity in

the former c.%se +ban in the latter for equivalent optical path-

lengths° L_mb darkening is thus explai_ed on physical _roundso

We now overlay %he cloud_with an optically semi-infinite

isothermal slab held at the smue temperature as the cloud and

allow the radiation fieldbei_veen %he i_;;oboundaries to

achieve-a steady state,, Conditions at %he tq9 of the. cloud _re/

now equivalent to conditions within a psrfectly-insui_%-ed
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: '- " """ ,]11ClO.Stti"e o -_1,-,_ ............... and %he r_di_-_'_;:-or_ is "black" '-' "

i:_."-:'_pic :'r,.dia-Lionficld from the u5_z:-.rdhemisi?here incident

cL =l:: c-,5., :-c5..must there.-ore contribu%e Zo t_e.=An:'-_snsi%y

' .. -:.J <."_____,,-...../:5) a com0en_:_t of difff:usely reflec=e_

.............. ,._...... _.c_.enu "co of a-_diation

i-h_z':_.::!!ye:Li2%ed by the c-loud (in the dii-_c%ion /-s) by r.n

....-cu:z::such %h=% the cloud apper, rs to radiate as a blackbody.-

.... ,._o_.,.1:-elation bet-,veen this diffusely sca%tered radi='Lion

=nd /_{ is %hus the "mirro_ _ image" of the func%iona! rela_:ion
l

beb:leen %he outgoing thermally emitted radiation at the cloud

-_op and /M , and is illusti'ated: Dy the upper dashed curves (IS)

The lower dashed curves (AS) in the figui'es re_:_-_="to _he

same incident z-:diction field-_vhich is now diffusely reflecte@ _.
:

_rom a cloud compose_ of high!y forward scattering particles

oberon-__ __ = _n_'-'_ size distribution D;(_'-a o 7n "this-ca_-._, on th_

-,v-_----',_.= e_ch .ohoton is no'i:; devia._ea,"-_ far. fz-om the origina--

-diz'@e%ion of "_ "z..c_dence even after-three of four scatterin Z pro-

cesseso _ D,'_%o _che rather high finite probability of absorption

of _ahh .......pho_0..-_-part_cle interaction, .._e relative_number of :photons

sc-_ttered back into the out,yard hemisphere is rather small,

except fo'r those incident on the cloud top in di_'ections nea:-

; "J _-

C

• • 7,

- j
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grazing incidence° Again, because of. the extreme forward

:_;catt...._r_1_o nature of the cloud particles, even these latter

photons _u_s_ be diffusely reflected primarily into directions

correspondino_ to very small values of _z_ ° Hence, the intensity

i ° 2- "of r_aia_lon diffusely reflected (except perhaps in directions

corresponding °_o /_ _ 0 ) must be substantially reduced with

respect to the intensity of diffusely reflected radiation arising

.._a medium of isotropically scat.tering centers° Increasing

o_ has the effect of raising the curves in general;

ho_:/ever, we would not expect a large fraction of the incident

_radiationto be diffusely reflected (due to the extreme forward

scattering nature of the particles) until _o becomes almost

unity° -It s!_ould be noted that in the limit, as the phase

-functfon for single scattering becomes completely forward

scattering [ @o(_.®)=0 '_or _ _ d) ]-no radiation can be

diffusely reflected into the ou.tward hemisphere in any directi_on
2

_ _ J ) o The effective emissivity of the cioud must be

unity for all /_ in this case. We conclude from the foregoing

-discussion that: (1) increasing _o has the-effect of

decreasing the overall-effective emissivity, (2)-the rather high

effective emissivity at moderate to large values of /_ is due

primarily to forward scat_erlng, .and (3)_ the rapid decline in

in effective emissivity for small values of _ Is--.dueto departures

from complete forward scattering.

'v
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A-l_io2ous :'_rZu_._cntsmay be use",_ "_o zain insixht :-:o the

._._.,_ri_':-_",%.l-operties of op:cically thin clouds, in this c,_se we

?:: :::-:bo'_h sides of "the cloud xvith iso-_hermT_l sei:li-infi;,ice

: "_. ::hbodfes ...." ":'-"" " " w_,.c_,

< .:.-...to') in _.',._direction /_ which results from "the diffuse

.......:_c_c._ of r_diation originating in the upper blackbody is

..... _ less zhan if ti_e cloud ....... _I._,,,

since some of the radiation from the upper h:.rAisphere passes

_.._._u_e_y _nrouoh th6 cloud in the _own_vard direction and cannot

be l-ecovered as outgoing radiatio: . An isothermal ccmposite

_,.:.u_up of an Optically finite c_ a50_ _l'iying a-semi-infinite

"geyfect absorber and emitter is thus se_-_, nave an effective

ei_issivi'_y somewhere bet%veen those of a semi-infinite cloud and

a _erfect blc.ckbody.

:'t is quite clear, therefore, %hat the s urplu_ c2 outgoing

_'ndiation at the top of the optically finite cloud models

depicted in Figures 4a-4d and 5a-5d, compared with the _e!evant

p,_rq_ctly absorbing and emitting standards, is due to the

"_e_aperature difference between the (v:armer) ground and the cloud

models° The difference is accentuated by the for%va@d Scattering

nature of the cloud particles; ioeo, the radiation incident on

" each cloud bottom, which is scattered,, is primarily diffusely

transmitted through the cloud in the forward dire¢tion, and

very little is diffusely reflected back into the lower hemisphere,
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U_, _ 'c_<.:'.':.:."_o lao_c 2 we note that thc effective cross

• . %- .- -

.__;[...:ns ..q:._..£) of a unit volume :uass e!cment is smaller

-1 -i -i
..... %?o: --" ......o 5 cm and 1173o5 cm than at _ = 4 5 cm

1C37o_, c:: foi_ the particic size distl'ibution _IO_ , and

.... _;"fec Lvc :.ibcdos for single scattering, _ Lw_'o , are

-_....,".-' ' ine smaller values of ! '" _vill have the effect of
......_..... _ Nol,x

docu_[._;in._"the normal optical thickness Z} of a _iven cloud,

......._ i_o_" values of _o will h&ve the effect of increasin_

_he net flo_._,of outgoing radiation through the cloud° Both

cons:_.dercLtions would lead us to expect a surplus of net outgoing

radiation in the windo'_ region of the infrared spectrum compared

to :_n.___.vhich .._uld be calculated under the assumption of "grey"

clouds, _vhere the ground is considerably w&rmer than the cloud°

_Ve should_ of course , expect a defici'_ if the ground is cooler

"_-'-_......the cloud, or if the cloud is very thick°
L

7. "2he h_et ',_lux and Angular Distribution of Radiation From
"- To"_he _ _o of the Atmosphere

it is evident that the outgoing intensity I_o2/_) at

the top of a cloud atmosphere is given by "the relation
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,.-'.ie ;',J _,= _-_,/J'z) is the total intensity in the direction /F;

a_ J_c to:D el" the cloud as previously considered, _j_

i'}__:._ -i_-:.;.smission function throuIh the ovellying a-_mosphex'e

- - >' for "_he wavenumber interv_i of intex-est,
2;; _,._ di_,ection / _-

:.,'c. _,, %.) is the ou',hgoing intensity g% the top of the

ov_z.iyinz atmosphere due to thermal emission from that s-_ra%Umo

_-_--'- '_ _md wem-e ca±cula_ d with _he progrnm

fu-ci-_ished by F o Van Cleef which %,/asr_len%ioned previously°

z'-:_._.-_.sSa-Sb and'9a-9b illustrate the limb darkening at

.,n_ top of the atmosphere for each of the previously considered

cloudy atm.osphere models, and ?able 6 gives the net out_oing

flux TTP , derived from the expression (Cfo Table 3)
5

7 (7°2'.
X tiPF _-- / )
$=c

fo__ .e_%ch of these models. All v_lues in the %able are relative

to -,_hefluxes for clear sky conditions, and these fluxes h_ve

......normalized to uni_y for each _venumber interval°
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" i.-Ji,_:.:cdiat,;lyobvious f-,-om the figu_-Js tl%at "Shin clouds

c_..-_.:._._r_blycooley than the effective i-_i,%%ing surface below

" . re _.-o._;teffective in producing _"...._• ..... - ,_,_._.o,.,:, limb darkening _n

.::.,.=..iscnv.'ith the relevant _;tand,%rds, limb darkeninw in

._.-;_i._"._=._cs is somewhat less at model-ate values of /_ and

.......... - very small values of 2_ The io:,"cloud cases studied

L-,:.-_ov/limb d,%ukening compar&ble in magnitude to those of clear

sky conditions, while the high cloud cases show much _yonger

d2._q_ening.

A%uospheres containing optically thick clouds still show

li._.b d,%rkeninS, but %o a much small_ legree. Since we have seen

gu&li%ative!y that the shar_o increase in darkening at small

v:'_!ues of /_ is a function of the degree of fol_vard scattering

.by ±:_dividual particles, it should be possible in principle %0

ob_::_in an idea of the effec-tive partlcle sizes near the tops of

th__ck cloud systems through an analysis of limb darkening curves

ob,:ained by airborne radiometers. Measurements near grazing

a'_gles %vould be most critical.

T_ble 6 sho_ts, in effect, the relative surplus (compared _it,,

the teleran± standards, subscripted %'ith B) of the ne_ outgolng

flux a_ the top of the atmosphere in which are imbedded clouds o_
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_,.:._ c;p_c., ti_ickness, and the relative deficit of _lux

,..._..=.c2i_c o#_ic..%l "_hicknes._sesof the ii:ibedded -;iouds =_rc infinit_,

...-::;ecn chz'_ the 1"espective surpluses r,.nd deficits are most

•. ..__.for -.-7= 1173.5 cm -I. In p_rticul_r, the outgoing net

•7.::: ...._ho "col? of the atmosphere containin&' _. semi-infinite

.:-._:<.:the "kop of which is loc:_ted at P = 417 rob) is only .927 of"

•....--"---"_"-'_'"_"_-_-,o_:net flux com2u_ed on %i_e basi_ of ass_n,jng %he cloud

L_ _' black. Conversely, the corresponding flux ratio a_ the

::_:,)of the r_tmosphere containing a cloud of normal op%icai thick-. ,2_

i_ess ,,j 0oi at the same level is 1o050 For a cloud of= ....:_

noz':::r_ioptical thickness '_I = 0.5 this ratio becozes 1.9.03. 0%_e_%:-:i_
.-..,._..,-.:_.

ratios derivable from the table, while r_ot so dramatiC, ffol1_ 2. "2{;.:
,.....f.,...'_,

the smze pattern. . : -
?

",:'L"r

•:2..': .... ,
:---__ ",,:-._

• ...,._.._ --,_

8. ,, _._pu'ca_on.1 Errors , ' i".]_.-:'f'."..:.

::: is desirable to retain as many term_ l,, (3,3) as possible ' . :.?
J. .:

for obvious reasons (cf. Figures 3a-3d) . _ere will, however_ be- -:"-",_

a pozni; beyond _vhich g cannot be increased without des_roy%ng ,,.-.-.,.
._,_..,.,.._..., •:':.._'.,.

' -' - • -,,,%c'

accep:able accuracy in the solutions to (4;5) a_ (4.gO) as a .... -"'_'"
• :';,%,

r,_suii: of rounding errors an the cox.purer .program. Oae c.'i££cal ,.:: ;_

area of computation centers aroun_ the s£multaneou_ solutlo_ _,Z., .-;2"'_
"' ::' '."' '.":'_"_2-.'

.. ,.-.:.i:_-_,
(4.6) and (4.7) for the _alues of _ (:W,='._,/_ ,.,_-_ and ..,.i..'..{.:.'::,'__''"

_, (',,"},'.) .0_ - 02 ,, , _ /4/,,,) . A-Check On. ,h@-_C,Z'a,_. of "%'!_0 '""."_'i:_-.":_::{_..:..:._o_.:_.;._

,,, . ._ .. _ ::.._-::._...:_
-_' _ . _, _...,<":.',-,_.a_'".-

- ,- __..-",,.-_:_,-'.._'._'r"
. _ _.... _...-:-.,,./_

..... .::,-,._,'_.= ."_".._.'._

.::_-_.L_,
, . :, --.".-.-._, _w• . :...-.:,.,:.-_.:.:.,.

• • .',,.4..--_..,..,_:.M_-'_._
__.. ',,_.._..-:_,7_I_%._

-.. :%.,,,-_,6k_,,_i_,,_:,_.-_4
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') "" "2 ,,)

-._:_.._.--c_es're_osttrouble wilz occur fo_- lJ_l <j _,_d %_:// ;

%hs _:._as in fact veri£ied numerically from (S.i)o The criterium

f ln.z!iy _z'rived at by trial and error was that the magnitude of

.__.. - _ _ 10 -4..... iel _-,mnd side of (8ol) should always be less than in

order to guarantee a comparable accuracy in (4°5) and (4°2.0)

-_-. o- -_ / This required, under the present com[_utational

scheme, a limiting Jf the values of N and n to those indicated

o _h_ ,in this paper It should be noted _ _t increasing the magnitude

of _j beyond unity will correspondingly decrease the
+%

accuracy of (4.5) and (4.20), since terms of the form C-_w_

occur in pairs in these equations, and the _.uatrix solutions for

the 2r. co_ .tents _ _<= /2"'.,,:_'_') from the 2n boundary

co< [_-'ons [Cfo eq. (4.11)] are critically dependent upon the

diffe, ence in magnitudes of the various terms i., the systems of

equations to be solved. In order to be on the safe side it was
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J

, . d o restrict the m'-'_L,.,'r]_'.,yof op%ic_li'r, finite cioua

........ "...... : _ L_.].c_,I'._ _ < 0.5. As we_,._%kose of nornml op__c..l ....,........ -

.....[_. s_.c _- Section 9, this floes not unduly restrict thc

boo ;2 o _ =he s%udyo

._nochcr impo:'tant source of error centers &round we[:i_cin Z

%h= v'_rious _n<ezrnls encountered with Gzussian sums° Since

sin,__c,<_t'hcring contributes siznifican%iy. %0 the diffuse

r _:li,;Lion field for the values of _o used, th-_ ¢_:_{_..us'-_,_

___--iection and transmission functions S and T tend 9o m&in%ain

b-s oscillatory nature of the pLase function for sinzle scattering

"-.-'_Fi.sures 3,%-3d), and are thus not amenable to reproduction

"--<....,_.[_h the use of polynomials of low deg'ree o _-_,_.__,the use

...:n quadrnture formula of low degree [eqo (5°4) ] for ev:iluating

--. : te.-':-0.isin (5°3) will be source of considerable error

l"h:::_.::_ximumerrors were found to be involved in caiculzt%ng %he

: .o -'als of the scattering function illustr_ted in Fi@uve 7,

z:_-dthe in£ezu_als of the %ransmission functions illustrated in

Fisu:_os 5c-5d, as indicated by the crosses in each figure o it

is quite clear that the actual °computations will not yield

_.ccept&bie accuracy as they szand°
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However, it is extremely desirable to limit the number of

c._Iculations of &L<_a)2_.) and _(_) in (5.3)explici_

to a minimum, since each of these colaputations is in itself

quite involved. The artifice of correcting the computations

by means of physical considerations brought out An the last

section appear to yield quite satisfactory results. The format

.o. making and applying these corrections is given below.

I_ The computed values of IE _2_') are assumed to be

correct as they stand." It should be noted that the oscillatory

nature of the phase function for single scattering is not

maintained in the thermal component of the intensity, due to the

diffuse nature of the radiation source. The correctness of the

quadrature formula incorporated implicitly in the solutions of

(4ca0), and thus also in (4.5) and (7.1), would appear to be

established in view of the essentially identical results obtained

for I_ _'o2/_.) (_"- /2 "" "2 "_t) for several test computatioas

involving different values of N and n. In particular, the

values of N tested were N = 7, 9, ll, 13, and 15, and the

corresponding values of n were n = 4_ &, 6, 7, and 8; only for

N = 7 and n = 4 did the smooth curve fitted through the computed

values differ from the smooth curves fitted through the values

for other cases.

i
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2o The only additional component to the outgoing radiation

field zt the top of semi-infiniJe clouds is the one due to

difYuse reflection° The relevant integral (4°13) was evaluated

fo-_.conditions equivalent to those inside a perfectly insulated

isotherm_l enclosure; i°eo, #_(%-_;) was set equal to B(T c)

: l_ _) , and I_(oj/u;) e'_aluated:_o=.-=ilfi (o "";

:o_.=ll /,_. (/: 6 " ",7) . _achcom_tedvalueof IS<tp,.)
_vas then corrected by the relative amount required to agree with

the corresponding mirror image of ]_E(0)/_') . These

relative corrections were then applied to the integrals computed

which describe the intensity of radiation arising from the

anisotropic radiation in the upward hemisphere that is diffusely

reflected into the relevant direction /_.. In all cases

considered the absolute corrections required were very small,

prim_x'ily because the diffusely reflected component its,_lf is

quite small (cf. Figures 4e-4f and 5e-5f)o

3. Corrections for the diffusely transmitted components

o<-I. i

_._ough clouds of small optical thickness were computed in

essentially the same way. In this way all the values of _ (_

and °_L(%_') in (4.13)and(4.14)weresetequaltoB(Tc),
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The co aputed values of ][_Co/_.) , _D $_/4_') _ and _' <_2) i

(5°2) ,vei"e then added Pnd the sum subtracted from B(T ). Thec

valueof  erethe.correctedto
v.'_lues, and the relative corrections thus obtained applied to

the rclevant diffuse transmission integral in (5°3) describing

%he i-_diation diffusely transmitted through the cloud arising

from the anisotropic radiation field of the lower hemisphere.

The errors introduced by asstuning Is _/wx') to be exact

should be negligible by virtue of the smallness of /j _%/_w')

itself° The corrected points, illustrated for example in Figure

4c-_d and 5c-5d by the open circles, were gratifyingly close

to a smooth curve fitted through the points in all cases.

The essential assumption required in making these correctior

is ""-_xn.u the form of the integrals thus corrected does not depenc"

critically on the nature of the incident radiation field. Since

only the integrals over the transmission functions would appear

to be a cause of much concern in the cases studied, and since
J

the radiation field in the lower hemisphere is essentially

isotropic in all cases, the corrections applied may confidently
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be expected to effect a quite accurate solution. Inaccuracies

of up to one percent m_y still be inherent in the solutions.

Tests of other possible sources of error in the computations

wer_ in_de wherever required, and all errors £hus found were

deter_ined to be negligible -- on the order of l0 -7 or less.

9. Effects of an Arbitrary Temperature Gradient and Normal
Optical Thickness

d

The cloud models adopted in this study have been isothermal.

Table 7 shows the effect on I E (_/_.) which is obtained

by assuming a moist adiabatic lapse rate of 5K km -1 through a

semi-infinite cloud. The particle densities assumed are NO = 100

particles cm -3 for a cloud top temperature Tc = 259K, and

No =.300 particles cm "3 for Tc = 287K. It is seen that the

effect of a realistic temperature gradient through the cloud is

quite small in comparison with a zero gradient, and hence

may in general be quite safely neglecte4.
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The effect of a temperature gradxent on an optically

thin cloud would be expected to be much less. An idea of the

rel_tton among Tj _, and _ calculated with the aid of equation

(2.2) and Table 2, is illustrated in Figure I0 for the particle

density N O = i00 particles cm -3 previously cited. This figure

is a_so useful for obtaining an estimate of the norm_%l optical

thicknesses to be associated with the geometrical thicknesses

of various clouds.

Consider now a perfectly absorbing and emitting (nonscattering

cloud having a temperature T c and overlying an isotropically

emitting ground radiating at twice the rate characteristic of a

semi-infinite blackbody of temperature Tco Figure ii is a

parametric representation in terms of _ of the angular dis-

tribution of radiation at the top _.f the cloud, computed from

expression (5.5), where 4L(T,)/_ ') = 2B(Tc). It would appear

from the figure that the values of _ considered in this

study are quite representative of the extreme cases of

interest, and !_hat judicious interpolations for the scattering

properties of clouds having other opticai thicknesses are

quite feasible.
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i0. Conclusions

Some general summarizing statements _lay now be made

regarding the infrared radxative characteristics of plane-

parallel clouds. If a cloud is much cooler than the effective

radiating level below the cloud, it follows that:

1. A considerable surplus flux of outgoing radiation in

the window region of the infrared spectrtml would be expected

for thin clouds compared to what would be calculated if

scattering were not taken into :ccount. In general we would

also expect clouds to be conslderab]y poorer absorbers in the

window region than over the infrared spectrum as a _.:_le. This

is due to the fact that clouds are both optically thinner and

better scatterers in the window° We would furthermore expect

the scat_zred radiation to be predominantly diffusely trans-

mitted through the cloud rather than diffusely reflected by

the cloud because of the forward scattering nature of the

individual particles making up the cloud. This in general would

lead to a "surplus" of o_utgolng radiation in the window.

2. A deficit of outgoing radiation would be expected in the'

window from optically thick clouds (i.e. _ < I ), and from

thin clouds warmer than the effective radiating layer.below them.

This deficit, however_ _s minimized considerably by the forward

scattering nature of individual particles.
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3. Limb darkening in general is evident in all cases to a

greater extent than would be anticipated by treating clouds as

infinitely thick isothermal blackbodies. Limb darkening is

considerable at very large zenith angles, and even more greatly

enhanced in general ii the clouds are thin and much cooler than tl

effective radiating layer below them.

4o A realistic %,mperature gladient in clouds is of ali,.,st n

importance° It should be noted, however, that we have considered

only single layers; multiple decks of clouds have not been treate

In practice the concept of plane-parallel clouds is quite

unrealistic except in special circumstances. Clouds are generall.

quite "corrugated" at the top. These corrugations may take the

form of mounds, billows, waves, and many other shapes. Furthermo

clouds do no% have infinite horizontal extenT, and because they a:

often quite %hick geometrically there is a pro_ection factor to b,

taken into account. This projection facior is necessary %o prope:

account for %he apparent greater cloud cover at large zenith angL

than at small angles. Any general statistical analysis of the

radiaiive characteristics of the Earth's cloudy atmosphere must

therefore be modified in accordance with these views.

Nevertheless the preceding calculations are of considerable a:

in obtaining a qualitative picture of what one would expect to fil

from statistical studies. In particular, if clouds are prlmarily
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cumulus in type, one would expect _ to be slightly less than

unity vnd almost independent of zenith angle. This follows from

considering cu;aulus clouds to be op._ically thick and somewhat

hcrmispherical in shape. Any zenith angle would correspond

roughly to normal viewing incidence because of the hemispherical

shape of the cloud. Hence, C (cf. Figures 6-7) would be rather

high regardless of the val_le of /_.

If thin clouds over very warm surfaces are nresent, a surpl

flux of radiation wou/d still be expected in the infrared window

for the reasons previously cited, since very thin clouds would

be expected to behave as though they were stratified. If the

effeczive radiating level were cooler than the cloud a flux

deficit could be expected in the windo_,.

Multiple cloud decks have not been treated because of the

Considerably greater complexity in the theory resulting from

the scattering of radiation back and forth between layers.

In reality, of coarse, multiple cloud systems are not uncommon.

If the particle size dLstrib,tion remains constant from l_yer

to layer, and the effects of the gaseous atmosphere between

layers is ignored, then, in the first approximation, 'the several

d=aks may be regP.rded as one continuous cloud. Beca,,se this

_,,_ cloud is extended over a large vertical distance, the

temperature becomes a strong function of optical depth. Thus
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B(U ) is no longer sensibly constant over the entire range

of T • The effect of incl'e_sing B("_) with increasing

"g would be that of causing stronger limb darkening than

calculated previously in tl:is f_aper (cf. Table 7).

It would be very useful to extend the investigation to

include mo_'e intervals of the infrared spectrum, as well as to

expan._ the investigation to include more particle size dis-

tributions and values of the normal optical thickn,_qs _, . It

should "u_'ther be u :ed that an extension to ice clouds would

be of paramount i, tci'e_t., since absorption by ice in the infrared

window is l-uch lower in gener_l than absorption by water

(Kis]ovskii, 1963). Consequently _e in general should be much

higher for ice particler and deviations from unit emissivity

possibly quite large for clouds composed of such particles.

Since these particles (crystals) are in genera] not spherical,

the _lie theory, strictly speRking, is inappli.;able in describimg

single scattering; it follows that a discussion of effective

emissivities of ice clouds is 5eyond the scope of thim paper.
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APPENDIX

Solution to I_ (_,/_) in the Context

of Isotropically Scattering Particles

The law of diffuse reflection from a semi-infinlte medium

in the context of isotropically scattering particles is given

by (Chandrasekhar, 1960)

_Co)_ __ /_¢o _/_)/_,¢/.) (A.I)

where /ToEis the incident flux of beam radiation from a point

source which crosses (in the directlon 2_o) a unit area normal

to the beam, and where H _) is defined by the nonlinear integral

equation
!

H,,_) -- /"F 2J" _o/_ _f_) y__/_t (A.2)o _+.,"'
By virtu_ of (4.13) and (4.17) the intensity of radiation from

all directions in the upward hemisphere which is diffusely

reflected into the direction /_ is

0 ?

f "'g ,3J')J. ;,"'o)
O

r
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APPENDIX (Continued)

or, from (A.I),

o

Now let

& _oj-jo) : g,,d-r;.) (A.5)

_o__n _, _h_=_ _u=) ist_re.ok_u_=tio=o_, t_
interval ,4-7, characteristic of the cloud temperature Tc. This

artifice renders conditions a' .e -.loud top equivalent to

conditions within a perfectly insulated isothermal cavity, and

(A.4) becomes

Upon using (A.2) and replacing _- in the integrand of (A.6)
_o

with

,Wo _ /- _ (A.z)

we obtain

i

"
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,APPENDIX (Continued)

AGain, upon multiplying (A.2) by _ _o and integrating over2-

the range of /_' , we obtain

I / /

or, upon interchanging /_ and /z_o and adding,

Solving the quadratic in (A 10) for the intergral -_-,,9=° 6... _ .._ US

! /

o

Since H_) converges uniformly to unity as _o uniformly approaches

zero [cf. eq. (Ao2)], we must choose the minus sign in (A.II) in

order to preserve the identity for all _, .

By virtue of (A.II) we obtain for (A.8) the result
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' APPENDIX (Continued)

'¢_ehave solved the problem in the context of conditions

,_. _vithin _n isothermal cavity, where the cloud top is one of the

perfectly insul&ted bounding surfaces. It follows from

Kirchh3_f's law that the thermally emitted component of radiation

from the cloud is given by
.

or, from (A.12)

and the desired result is established.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

/

Figure i. Complex index of refraction of water (_ = _- _'k )

as _ function of the wavenumber 7/ in inverse

centimete:'s.

Figure 2. Particle size distributions (modified from N_,ourger)

representative of California stratus and the Mie

efficiency factors QE and QA as a function of _ and

particle diameter d. The computed points for _E and

QA are indicated respectiv_ly _y circles and triangles.

Figure 3. Phase functions for a single Sc:attering _(cos _ ) in

arbitrary units as a function of the scattering angle

Figure 4. Contribution to the "total intensity (C) at the cloud

top from the components respectively diffusely

reflected (S), the,TLally emitted (E), directly

transmitted (D), and diffusely transmlt_ed (T) for

the wavenumber interval centered about _ = 889.5 cm-I.

All intensities, including the standard of comparison

(B), _re on the same (but arbitrary) scale.

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4 for the wavenumber interval centered

about 7/ = 1173.5 c_ "1.

t
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FIGURE LEGENDS (Continued)

Figure 6. Effective emissivi'cies (solid curves)hand diffuse

reflectances (dotted curves) of semi-infinite clouds

for _o = .403. The curves labeled (AS) and (IS)

refer to anisotropic and isotropic scattering
b

respectively. All curves are normalized to unity.

Fizure 7. Same as Figure 6 for _o= .768.

Figure 8. Limb darkening at the top of the atmosphere in the

wavenumber interval centered about _ = 889.5 cm -I.

The normal'optical thickness of each cloud model

imbedded in the atmosphere is indicated by the

relevant value of _'l , and each cloud is located

at a height characteristic of the indicated pressure P.

Figure 9. Same as Figure S for the wavenumber interval centered

about _ = 1173.5 cm -1.

Figure 10. Relation among the temperature difference AT>

geome_;rical depth _Z, and normal optical depth T" for

a particle density NO = 100 particles cm-3 and a

, cloud top temperature Tc = 259K.

Figure 11. Limb darkening for isothermal nonscattering clouds of

temperature Tc as a function of the parameter _ . The

ground is assumed to be a blackbody of temperature TG

radiating at a rate B(T G) - 2B(T c) .
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